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This last April, I was sent a Reddit thread about a man named Jonathan Ko, who'd been diagnosed 
with cancer and was trying to ride every MotoGP track before his illness got the better of him. I'm a 
firm believer that everyone has a story and a struggle and so many articles with these ingredients 
end with someone just trying to get someone to fund someone's else's life or experiences. But there 
was something different about Jon and his story, something that resonated deep within me. Jon didn't 
want your money or your pity. Jon was moved by our wonderful community of motorcyclists and he 
just wanted to chase speed and life like the rest of us. The following is an article I wrote after spending 
several hours with Jon on the phone because, after hearing his story, I couldn't keep myself from 
wanting to help.
Jon was about to start a new drug trial and we decided to hold the story for a bit until we knew what 
sort of timeline he had and when he'd be able to ride again. During all of those conversations, Jon 
was so positive and sounded so healthy and full of hope. It was never a 
question of if, but when he'd be able to ride again and which tracks we'd 
be able to make happen first. Unfortunately, Jon's trial did not go as we'd 
hoped, and he passed away earlier this month. The news, when it came, 
was crushing. I needed Jon to ride again, needed his positivity, and 
attitude to be rewarded with more time. I needed to see our community 
rally around him, and learn from his incredible heart in the process. It only 
seemed fair. However, life isn't fair, and that's why the message of Jon's 
life is more than one about some guy doing track days. It's about actually 
living your life while you're alive.
What would you do if you were diagnosed with a disease you knew would 
prove to be fatal? What would your life look like if you only had another 
year or two to live?  motorcycles.
Jonathan spent the first year after being diagnosed with cancer doing 
everything he could to ignore the inevitable. To hide from his thoughts 
or his future in anything that would remove him from the present. We 
talked for a few hours last night, and he told me played video games for 
most of that first year. The chemo was killing his energy and he felt so 
overwhelmed. I can’t say that I blame him.
 Jonathan was diagnosed five years ago, in April of 2011. At the time, he 
was attending graduate school for computer science at the University of 
Washington, and he told me his life just wasn’t focused. He was 33 and 
on the path for the “American dream,” or at least that general direction. 
A job, a wife, a car, a vacation. The normal stuff you’re supposed to do 
when you want to be happy and okay.
 When he wasn’t in school or working, he played in recreational soccer 
leagues and rode sportbikes. Jonathan has always loved the looks and 
feel of a sportbike, even though he claims he’s far from a talented rider. 

THE HISTORY 
OF RIDER

This Man's Story
 Is A Reminder To Live While You're Alive
How cancer taught one man to live, and how his story can teach us all
By Sean MacDonald
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His first bike was 1998 Honda CBR 600 F3, but that bike was 
stolen. He replaced it with a 2004 Suzuki GSX-R600 and told 
me he’d loved doing track days at his local pacific northwest 
tracks.

 
The diagnosis came fast. He started to notice pain and it 
didn’t make sense or seem to go away, so he did the normal 
guy thing to do. He went and saw a doctor. Soon, he found 
himself in an ultrasound booth, and the results came as 
swiftly as a kick to the groin. Cancer. Fuck cancer.
The initial diagnosis was cholangiocarcinoma, or bile duct 
cancer. But now they’re calling it gall bladder cancer. Not that 
it matters. It’s cancer. They can’t get it out completely. It’s 
going to win.
After a year and some change of chemotherapy and trying 
to avoid or numb himself from his life, he’d had enough. The 
thing was going to take his life, but it didn’t have to win. Not 
yet.
Jonathan has always looked up to MotoGP riders. Very 
few humans on the planet will ever be able to claim they’re 
the best at something. That they’ve put their minds to the 
mastery of something and have come closer than anyone 
else in human history ever has. Riding a motorcycle is so 
mental, and requires you to put your mind in a very specific 
and very controlled place. To sync your body and mind into 
a perfect rhythm with a motorcycle and track. It’s as much 
brute force and aggression and violence as it is a beautiful 
dance that requires balance and grace.
Jonathan told me he spent a lot of time working with a 
therapist to understand what he was feeling, and they talked 

THE HISTORY 
OF RIDER

a lot about how to live the 
rest of his life fully. For 
him, that meant ditching 
the apathy or moving in a 
general direction philosophy 
on life. It meant pursuing 
something, searching for 
connection and meaning, 
and thinking about his own 
legacy.
That’s when motorcycles 
came back. As those of 
us who ride know, being 
a  moto rcyc le  removes 
distractions and focuses 
you like a 1,000 pound brick 

of Adderall. There simply isn’t room for 
other thoughts when you’re reduced to 
a chunk of meat sitting on top of a few 
hundred pounds of machine moving 
at a hundred miles an hour. It’s as 
complex a thing as it is basic.
Riding a motorcycle requires you to 
acknowledge that what you’re doing 
isn’t completely sane. It isn’t safe. But 
you can make it safe, or safer, and 
you’re completely in control of the 
experience. For Jon, riding calms him. 
It slows his mind down and settles him. 
It forces his brain to just process and 
react to what’s happening on the ride.
So, it makes sense that when he had 

the idea to try and ride all of the MotoGP tracks before he 
passed, he says it just felt right.
 
 

Jon tells me that, outside of this, he’s been very fortunate in 
life and has managed to save up a decent chunk of change 
to finance this endeavor. He works for Google now, on a 
60% full time basis, and says they’ve been nothing short of 
incredible with accommodating him.
Given what Jon told me about his desires to find meaning 
and connect, it’s no surprise this is his request. I have to 
imagine he probably isn’t loaded enough to fly in, rent a bike, 
have it prepped, and fly out. Nor does that sound like a very 
rewarding experience.
Since he started trying to ride more tracks, Jon’s been able 
to ride a wider variety of bikes (though he promises he isn’t 
picky and will gladly ride anything anyone will lend him). 
So far, he told me he’s ridden a few BMW S 1000 RRs, a 
Yamaha R6, a Honda CBR250R, a Kawasaki Ninja 250, 
and a newer Suzuki GSX-R600. I asked him which was his 
favorite and, while he appreciated the power and electronics 
of the BMW, Jon was most comfy and had the most fun on 
the Suzuki. A man after my own heart.
Jon told me that he’s had a great run, but that he’s started 
to feel his health finally deteriorate a bit. He says he’s still 
in good health, and forgets about the pain or lack of energy 
when he’s on a bike. He says he knows his limits, though, 
and can tell when he probably shouldn’t ride an entire 20 
minute session on track.
We talked a lot about his fear, which becomes a natural 
focus when faced with such a thing. Jon told me that he’s 
had a great five years. That he’s proud of how he’s attacked 
this goal he set for himself, even though he can acknowledge 
his goal doesn’t have purpose outside of just meaning 
something to himself.
He fears his time on bikes is starting to wind down. Like 
a storm in the distance, he knows that it’s coming. It’s 
just a matter of how long can he last, how much can he 
accomplish, before it gets here.
“Unfortunately, my time on two wheels is coming to an end. I 
feel so much sadness about it, about not accomplishing my 
goal, but I’m hoping I move on to the acceptance stage (of 
grieving) soon.”
He went on to tell me that his biggest fears are that of dying 
itself. The actual act. The pain involved. Talking to him, you 
can tell he’s had these conversations before. He’s tried to 
make people like me, people who’ve never given this line 
of thought its due diligence, understand this thing he can’t 
avoid.
 
    Now, he wants to focus on the why? Why are we here? 
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THE HISTORY 
OF RIDER

What’s the purpose of all of this? He’s trying to 
learn the skill of letting go, as he has to close 
doors on parts of his life that once seemed so 
normal. At some point he’ll have to let go of 
soccer. And then motorcycles. And then, as Jon 
said, “it just all goes away at some point.”
    I asked about how this quest to ride these 
tracks helped with his questions about life and his 
answer, while indirect, really resonated with me.
    For Jon, he says that riding in these places 
makes him feel some connection to the riders 
who ride there in search for perfection and victory. 
They’ve treated their craft, the act of riding a 
motorcycle perfectly, with a fervor and ferocity 
that few people do. They pursue mastery in a way 
many of us feel programmed to, only they have 
the balls to actually give it all they have.
    He wants to connect to that. Wants to give 
himself into pursuing something in the way they 
do. It gives him some meaning or purpose or is 
something he can set his mind and body to every 
day. He’s coasted for so much of his life, and he 
doesn’t want to coast anymore. Set a goal and 
make it a hard one. Then go and do it.
    Riding on a track is a pursuit of mastery, of 

mastering oneself. For Jon, it isn’t about the lap 
times or being faster than the guy next to him, 
it’s about getting in the zone and finding that flow 
and rhythm where he’s riding as smooth and as 
well as he can. Outside of riding, Jon told me 
he’s just hopeful for more time. More connections 
with people, with the community of motorcyclists 
who’ve already been so good to him.
Most importantly, he wants to be able to look back 
and say he found something he loves and went 
after it. That people look at his life and say he did 
the best he could and did a good job at the things 
he put effort towards.
 
Jon has a track day lined up at Silverstone for 
August, and already has a bike sorted for it. He 
has a day at Miller booked for this May, but told 
me he’s starting a new drug trial that might force 
him to move it. He has the track day and bike 
booked and will book the travel once he finds out 
if he can keep the day. Hopefully he won’t have to 
re-evaluate his goals to ride all the tracks, but that 
sort of depends on how this next drug trial goes.
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2016 DUCATI HYPERMOTARD SP 
- LONG-TERM PROJECT BIKE
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Courtesy of Ducati
The Hypermotard has always been a favorite 
of mine, and the newest iteration is a nice 
improvement on a great machine.
Instead of giving you a "What I've Been Riding" 
this week, I want to tell you about my new long-
term project bike. Because it's what I've been 
riding.
When the powers that be told me that they 
wanted to revitalize the long-term project bike 
program, and wanted me to pick a bike to ride, 
upgrade, and test what it was like to live with 
for a year—the list of bikes that popped into my 
head was incredibly short. And, at the top, sat 
a bike that I've been a fan of for a long time: 
the Ducati Hypermotard SP.
I attended the press launch for the bike back 
in March but, as it was just two weeks after 
being hit by a car (while riding the previous 
year's Hyper), my riding was nothing short of 
stiff and slow. I claimed the bike was one of the 
best out there if you could only own one, said it 
could be dressed a variety of ways, and was met 
with lots of comments about somesnowkitty's 
complaints. Whelp, now I'm going to test it for 
myself.
 

Sean MacDonald
For the launch, Ducati brought out some stunt 
guys to tag along for the ride.
The guys at Ducati were pleased with my 
praise of the bike upon it's launch...until they 
came to the part where I said that the SP was 
the only model in the range that was worth it. 
Ok, well that's maybe not entirely accurate. My 
point was more that, since neither the regular 
or SP version are what you'd call "cheap," and 
because the SP's premium suspension, wheels, 

slightly longer wheelbase, added lean angle, 
and look are SO worth it.
So, if you're going to spend $12,700, you might 
as well pony up the extra quiche for the $15,600 
for the SP. Because the Hyper is a bike that 
wasn't designed to be ridden politely, the extra 
suspension and mapping comes in handy. A lot. 
And the slight difference in wheelbase, wheels, 
and tires, to me, make a much noticeable 
difference in the bike's stability and handling—
especially during corner initiation and top 
speeds.
 

Courtesy of Ducati
The 2016 Ducati Hypermotard 939 SP
So, I've had the bike for about two weeks now, 
and have spent a decent amount of time already 
on it. So far, most of my time on it has been 
spent on the 5 freeway between Orange County 
and the babe's place in North L.A., but I did 
manage a day or two in the fun stuff. Coming 
from the KTM 690 Duke, the Hyper felt massive 
and heavy at first, but it 's incredible how 
flickable it is when you start to trust the rubber 
and push it. The motor is an absolute gem and, 
while I never found the 821 motor lacking, I'm 
certainly not going to complain about the torque 
bump.
 

Sean MacDonald
This thing was built for the twisty stuff.
Thus far, the first issues I've encountered and 
want to address with aftermarket options are the 
seat (which isn't very comfortable), some sort 
of wind protection for my time on the highway, 
and some twitchiness in the fueling (especially 
at lower rpms). I'll likely try and do several 
setups for it, with one for track, one for touring, 
and one for some light dual sporting. Will the 
Hypermotard SP live up to my claims of it being 
one of the best do-it-all bikes around or will it 
be riddled with problems like some vloggers? I 
guess we're about to find out.
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  china 2 wheels VCHAT FORUM
www.mychinamoto.com

OVER 225000 users

To chat with Chinese motorcycle buyers, traders, riders, enthusiasts and 
manufacturers- and read ride reports, see new models, arrange meetings, 

find spare parts and much more go to www.mychinamoto.com C2W’s Chinese 
motorcycle forum where you can join 225000 users that are all interested in the 

Chinese motorcycle industry.

WHO (RE ALLY ) 
MADE MY BIKE?

Where's my VIN?

W h e r e  i s  t h e  v i n  O n  m Y  m O t O r c Y c L e ?  n e W 

m O t O r c Y c L e s  t e n d  t O  h A v e  t h e  v i n  n O  s tA m p e d  O n 

t h e  s t e e r i n g  n e c K  W h e r e  t h e  f O r K  g O e s  t h r O u g h  t h e 

f r A m e  n e A r  t h e  h e A d L i g h t .  A  f e W  m A n u f A c t u r e r s 

s u c h  A s  h A r L e Y  d A v i d s O n  W i L L  s t A m p  t h e  v i n 

O n  t h e  s i d e  O f  t h e  e n g i n e  A n d  n O W h e r e  O n  t h e 

f r A m e .  s O m e  h O n d A ’ s  h A v e  A  t A g  r i v e t e d  t O  t h e 

s t e e r i n g  n e c K  A n d  O n  O c c A s i O n  t h e  v i n  W i L L  b e 

s tA m p e d  i n  t h e  f r A m e  j u s t  b e L O W  t h e  s e At.  d i f f e r e n t 

m A n u f A c t u r e r s  A n d  t h e  A g e  O f  t h e  m O t O r c Y c L e 

W i L L  u Lt i m At e LY  d e t e r m i n e  t h e  v i n  L O c At i O n .  m O s t 

s cO O t e r s W i L L h Av e A cO v e r A b O v e t h e f O O t r e s t b e L O W 

t h e  g L O v e  c O m p A r t m e n t  W h i c h  Y O u  c A n  r e m O v e  t O 

s e e  t h e  v i n ,  i f  Y O u  h A v e  n O  c O v e r  t h e n  i t  m A Y  b e 

LOcAted neAr the mAin stAnd.

What is a VIN?

v in s tA n d s  f O r  ve h i c L e  i d e n t i f i c At i O n  n u m b e r ,  A n d 

c A n  b e  f O u n d  O n  A n Y  m O t O r c Y c L e ,  s c O O t e r ,  c A r ,  vA n 

e t c . .  i t  n O t  s O m e t h i n g  W O r t h  m e m O r i Z i n g  h O W e v e r 

K n O W i n g  W h e r e  i t s  e t c h e d  O n  Y O u r  v e h i c L e  i s  W O r t h 

the 10 secOnds it tAKes.

t h e  v i n  i s  17  c h A r A c t e r s  L O n g  A n d  i s  m O r e  O r 

L e s s  A  c O d e  t O  t h e  v e h i c L e ' s  b A c K g r O u n d .  th e  v i n 

c O n t A i n s  i n f O r m A t i O n  O n  t h e  m A n u f A c t u r e ,  m O d e L 

Y e A r  A n d  W h e r e  i t  W A s  b u i Lt.  i n  m A n Y  r e s p e c t s ,  t h e 

vin is the id fOr YOur vehicLe.

th e  v i n  A p p e A r s  O n  r e g i s t r A t i O n  d O c u m e n t s ,  A n d 

i n s u r A n c e c A r d s i n  s O m e c O u n t r i e s  b u t  i f  Y O u'r e  L i K e 

m A n Y  p e O p L e  t h O s e  d O c u m e n t s  A r e  s O m e W h e r e 

i n s i d e  b O X  i n  Y O u r  h O u s e .  O r  i s  i t  i n  t h e  g A r A g e ? 

s O  K n O W i n g  W h e r e  i t ' s  At  O n  Y O u r  2-  O r  4 - W h e e L e r 

m A K e s  i t  A  L O t  e A s i e r  A n d  s A v e s  A  b i t  O f  t i m e .  Wh e n 

b u Y i n g  p A r t s ,  u s i n g  t h e  v i n  i s  A  s u r e  W A Y  t O  f i n d 

e X A c t LY  W h At  Y O u  n e e d  A n d  q u i t e  O f t e n  A  s A L e s  r e p 

WiLL AsK fOr it.

A d d i t i O n A L LY,  i f  Y O u  A r e  s e L L i n g  O r  b u Y i n g  A  u s e d 

v e h i c L e  t h e  v in t e L L s  Y O u  O r  A  p r O s p e c t i v e  b u Y e r  i f 

t h e  v e h i c L e  h A s  b e e n  i n  A n  A c c i d e n t,  r e b u i Lt  O r  e v e n 

stOLen, AmOng Other infOrmAtiOn.

A LOt hAs been Written AbOut chinese mOtOrcYcLe mAnufActurers rebrAnding mOst Of their eXpOrt mOdeLs 

in reference tO the fAiLure tO estAbLish brAnd recOgnitiOn gLObALLY but there is ALsO AnOther dOWnside tO 

riding A rebrAnded chinese mOtOrcYcLe, the fAct thAt YOu generALLY hAve nO ideA WhO the Oem is! c2W in 

pArtnership With the uK’s biggest chinese mOtOrcYcLe deALer LLeXeter brings YOu… 

tO discOver the OriginAL mAnufActurers Of YOur mOtOrcYcLe gO tO the AbOve Website And simpLY put YOur 

mOtOrcYcLe’s vin number in the seArch bAr.

www.whomademybike.com

Find out the OEM!
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2016 DUCATI HYPERMOTARD SP - LONG TERM 
BIKE TRACK TEST UPDATE
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Three laps later I was pretty sure I never wanted to ride another sportbike 
at a track ever again. The level of comfort and control the Hyper provided 
made the entire experience of riding a track more light and fun. Granted, 
that's partially because I love riding upright bikes and partially because 
I'm a big baby and I tend to cramp on sport bikes. But, overall the Hyper 
excelled at being a track bike.
The stock Pirelli tires give lots of grip, and the SP transitions incredibly 
quickly from side to side. Initially I thought that the long left of turn 
five would give me issues, but the Hyper was far happier at lean than 
I expected. Not quite sportbike levels, but not at all twitchy. Likewise, 
coming down the cork was drama free as well, and the position actually 
make spotting my reference points and the quick transitions much faster. 
Despite the tall 34.4 inch seat height, the Hyper is actually pretty easy to 
get a knee down as well.
 
  The only areas where the bike did struggle were the two straights, the 
first across the finish line and the second heading up into the corkscrew. 
Coming around the tight turn onto the front straight, I struggled to keep 
the front end down, but then struggled to match the pace of my sportbike 
riding buddies. Blame the torque and light front end for the first two, and 
overall horsepower for the latter.
On the other side of the track riding up to the corkscrew, the high speeds 
paired with the steep elevation had me feeling like I was going to fall off 
the back of the bike. I guess that whole tucking yourself into a little ball 
and staying low does have an advantage or two.

 
After spending most of the day playing, I 
started really trying to push the Hyper. I'd 
love to claim it was out of my dutiful attempt 
to bring you a test from every conceivable 
angle and I decided to push the bike past it's 
limits for science, but if I'm being honest it's 
because Alpinestars' PR man Heath Cofran 
is just better on the brakes on his race kitted 
Scrambler than I am and Asphalt & Rubber's 
Jensen Beeler joined our little group on the 
Monster 1200 R.
What started as a pass or two that was a 
little extra close "for friendship" turned into 
the three of us backing it into turn 11, running 
three wide into turn two, and trading places 
several times a lap as each of us refused to 
quit. Jensen's Monster had the horsepower 
advantage on the straights, but I was better 
between turns two and six, and Heath's 
superb braking and racing experiences 
helped him stuff us in the corners coming 
back down to the finish line. Somehow, we 
collectively realized that we'd pushed our 
luck enough and we came in before anyone 
got too acquainted with the asphalt.
 
  Pushing it that hard, I realized that the 
Hyper has chassis stability issues similar 
to some of those of the Panigale under 
heavy braking, and that the front end could 
definitely benefit from a stabilizer to help 
under heavy acceleration and high speeds. 
Also, as I got more competitive, the lack of 
power (compared to the Kawasaki ZX-10Rs, 
Monster 1200 Rs, and Panigales passing 
me) made me consider ways to get more out 
of the 939 for future track use.
Overall, the stock Hypermotard SP really 
impressed me on the track and I can't wait to 
get it back out there. It wasn't my fastest day, 
but it was probably the most fun I've ever 
had riding a track, and it's exciting to think 
about turning the Hyper into an even better 
track weapon.
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2017 BMW R NINET SCRAMBLER - FIRST IMPRESSIONS
By Joseph Gustafson

   Launched in 2013, the BMW R nineT brought skinny-jean-
swagger to your dad’s favorite motorcycle brand. And it worked.
    The R nineT is BMW’s 4th best selling model, has the second 

wealthiest owner base, making on average $150k - 175k per year, 
and they're also the youngest. Keen on expanding the success 

of this model, they’ve added some dirt chops while lowering the 
barrier for entry with the BMW R nineT Scrambler.

    The engine is identical to its stablemate, a 1,170cc air- and oil-
cooled dohc opposed-twin that can also be found in GS, R, and 

RT models.
    Output is identical as well to the R nineT at 110hp and 86 

pound-feet of torque. But it does have a revised fuel 
map as well as new exhaust to reach Euro4 emissions 

standards, which has reduced fuel economy to 45 
mpg from 52.

There are also a sprinkling of dirt flourishes: slightly 
more suspension travel, rugged finishes, a more relaxed 

seating position, and a no-cost 50/50 tire option with 
the Metzler Karoo 3, although many of the bikes are 

being shipped with more road-oriented rubber 
standard from the factory.
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 The most striking change is the new, Akrapovic-designed high-
mount exhaust.

    The rest of the changes are designed around making the price 
point more accessible. Where the R nineT starts at $15,095, the R 

nineT Scrambler starts at $13,000.
    To reach that point, the suspension has been swapped from 

USD to conventional 43 mm units, a lower cost monoshock has 
been swapped in, as have more basic Brembo brakes. Laced 
wheels are now an option, with a 19” front and 17” cast five-

spoke wheels now standard. A steel tank instead of aluminum is 
also utilized. Oh, and the tach is gone.

    So it’s gone through the accountant’s shredder, but is it any 
less of a bike? We’re riding it through the Garden State and into 

Brooklyn today and tomorrow to find out.
    It’s scrambler leanings do come with sacrifices, but the full 

verdict will come after we finish riding it.
   What would you like to know?
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2017 SUZUKI 
GSX-R1000 
TECH PHOTO GALLERY

By Kevin Cameron

Every motorcycle is a moveable feast of parts, 
and much of this beauty is never seen. At lower 
right above the footpeg is the twin-processor 
ECM that not only looks after ignition timing 
and fueling but also enables this bike’s new 
suite of electronic rider aids. They say “If you 
want a job well done, give it to a busy person,” 
and that applies here – provide the necessary 
computing power and unimaginable numbers of 
tasks can be accurately handled every second. 
Just above the T-Drive Brembo brake disc 
is the Inertial Measuring Unit, or IMU, which 

measures all accelerations and rotations of 
the motorcycle around three axes. This is the 
modern equivalent of the million-dollar inertial 
platforms once carried aboard ICBMs. Unlike 
them, with their spinning gyros, modern IMUs 
contain zero moving parts and cost less than 
$100. Just below the fairing’s nose is the ride-
by-wire throttle assembly, whose motor-driven 
throttle shaft enables control sharing between 
rider and on-board sensors. To the left of the 
IMU is Suzuki’s light, simple variable cam timing 
device.

1) THE BIG PICTURE

 1) THE BIG 
PICTURE
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The beauty of this image is inspiring but 
the reality of airflow around a motorcycle is 
complicated and messy. What Suzuki wants 
us to know is that it has improved GSX-R1000 
aerodynamics by such measures as reducing 
engine width 6.6mm and reducing the distance 

between the frame’s fuel tank rails by 20mm. 
The top of the fuel tank is lowered 21mm. The 
aim of such detail changes is not only to reduce 
weight but also to cut frontal area, thereby 
slightly reducing the amount of power needed to 
push the machine and rider through the air.

These camshafts are hollow, not only to save 
weight but to make them stiff enough torsionally 
to resist the sudden torques required to 
accelerate the valves up off their seats. They 
are supported directly in the head by five plain 
bearings each. As Ducati discovered in 1998, 
ball bearing-supported cams can develop power-
consuming vibrations, but the radial stiffness and 
damping of plain bearings are a better match to 
the endless thumping a cam must endure. The 

new GSX-R1000 has finger followers instead of 
inverted-bucket tappets, allowing use of easier-
to-lubricate more gradual lobe nose curvature. 
With bucket tappets, lobe nose radius has to be 
small to deliver the short-duration, high-lift valve 
motions that give broad power, and that small 
nose radius is not only hard to lubricate but also 
operates at high material stress that can cause 
pitting or flaking.

This is my favorite among these photos. The 
actual part is just over one inch long and 
pivots on a shaft about 1/4-inch in diameter. 
The curved surface at left bottom, supporting 
the left end of the finger, normally bears 
against the valve stem, while the cam lobe 
bears against the curved surface above. This 
cam pad is wide where the lobe-to-finger 
pressure is very high, and narrows toward 
the left. The widest part of the cam pad is 
supported by a tiny triangular brace, stiffening 
the sides of the pad so they can carry their 
full share of valve drive force. The holes you 
see provide necessary lubrication of lobe and 
finger. The nose of the finger is made concave 
because this part of the tappet, being farthest 
from the pivot on the right, moves the farthest 
and fastest. For many years the bucket 
tappet, invented by Frenchman Albert Morin 
a hundred years ago, was standard in double 
overhead-cam engines (DOHC). But as rpm 
continued to rise, first F1 and then MotoGP 
had to switch to the lighter, more adaptable 
finger followers.

We admire compromise in human affairs but in valve 
timing it pinches—hard. In the past we’ve had to 
choose a place between “Harley-Davidson” (Great 
torque at chugging speeds, but running out of breath 
as the revs rise) and “GSX-R” (Man, what a hit on 
top—but kinda weak on the bottom and mid). In 
MotoGP Suzuki found a light, simple, no-computers 
way around this problem 10 years ago: this simple 
centrifugal cam phaser. Cars have had cam phasers 
a while now, but they are either hydraulic or electrical 
and may not have the response needed in MotoGP. 
Assemble the left disc, face down, onto the center 
disc. The balls trapped between are forced inward by 
the pressure of the cone washers (far right) and the 
fact that the radial grooves in the left disc become 
deeper as they go inward. As the balls are thrown 
outward by “centrifugal force” the angling of their 
channels in the mating disc causes an angular shift 
between the two discs, retarding the intake cam at 
higher revs. This boosts peak power without affecting 
bottom and midrange power.

2) AERODYNAMICS

3) THE CAMSHAFTS

4) FINGER FOLLOWERS

5) THE VARIABLE VALVE TIMING SYSTEM
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Valves in most engines are 
made of heat-resisting steels, 
but because titanium has only 
60 percent of the density of 
steel, it is favored for high-rpm 
use. The lower total valve train 
weight can be made, the more 
easily its springs can make it 
follow the desired cam profile. 
Good r ideabi l i t y  requires 
relatively short cam timings, 
but high power requires high 
valve lift. This combination 
of short timing and high lift 
in turn requires higher valve 
accelerations, making light 
parts essential. Note that there 
is only a single 45-degree cut 
on the exhaust valve head, 
producing the wide seating 
contact  that  provides the 
valve’s major cooling path. 
The cooler-running intake can 
afford a narrower contact plus 
a flow-boosting 30-degree 
back-cut above i t .  In this 
redesign Suzuki adopted F1 
practice, making the exhaust 
valve a millimeter smaller to 
allow a valuable increase in 
intake diameter.
  

At the top, bearing the name 
“Mikuni,” is the throttle’s drive 
motor. At the lower right is 
the TPS, or Throttle Position 
Sensor. Every joint in our 
bodies is similarly equipped—
with muscles to move the 
joint, and with proprioceptors 
to measure and report the 
movement achieved. If the 
rider rashly grabs a handful 
of throttle while leaned over, 
the on-board computer tries 
to  square  that  command 
with available tire traction 
info coming from the IMU. If 
there’s not enough to execute 
the rider’s throttle command, 
a more appropriate throttle 
o pen ing  i s  c o mmand ed . 
The four two-pin connectors 
beneath the fuel rail are the 
plugs for the fuel injector 
drive. Fueling is controlled 
by opening an injector and 
then counting of f the “on-
period” from the stored fuel 
map, corresponding to present 
conditions of throttle opening 
and engine rpm, then closing 
the injection valve. This is a 
two-injector, single-throttle-
plate system. Not seen are 
the four “showerhead” high 
rpm injectors which normally 
hover above the throttle-body 
bellmouths.

I n  t h e  19 6 0 s  w e  s a t  i n 
Ca m b r i d g e  r e s t au r a n t s , 
excitedly discussing a future 
in which, by some miracle, 
a motorcycle or car could 
“know” all of its accelerations, 
velocities, and rotations just 
as ICBMs and spacecraf t 
did. This is that miracle. In 
ring laser gyros, only photons 
move, yet they can perform 
the tasks once possible only to 
rotating gyros on ultraprecise 
s t a b l e  p l a t f o r m s .  A n 
accelerometer is basically just 
a lump of mass with means 
provided to measure the force 
required to accelerate it along 
a single axis. Given knowledge 
o f  t i m e  a n d  t h e  t h r e e 
dimensions of acceleration, 
you (or your trusty computer) 
can calculate your speed and 
position. With data from the 
pitch, roll, and yaw gyros you 
can know your orientation in 
space (for example, your angle 
of lean at this instant in Turn 8).

Modern pistons are nothing 
more than a disc thick enough 
to carry the usual two gas 
seal rings and an oil scraper, 
plus well-braced but vestigial 
“skir ts”  suf f ic ient to keep 
the disc from tipping in the 
cylinder bore, plus even better-
braced wristpin bosses to 
transmit the 9000-pound peak 
force of combustion to the 
connecting-rod. Saying that 
such a light piston is essential 
for high rpm operation doesn’t 
tell the whole story. Look at 
the pistons of 20,000 rpm 
GP motorcycle engines of 
the 1960s and you will see 
something very different – tall 
bucket-like shapes with full 
skirts. That was necessary 
for piston cooling in air cooled 
engines – plenty of material 
to conduct dome heat away 
to contact with the cylinder 
walls. But today, and in this 
GSX-R1000 engine, primary 
piston cooling is by oil jets, 
allowing the mass of all that 
extra “Conduction cooling 
metal” to be removed. This 
reduces vibration and cuts the 
loads that must be carried by 
the con-rod, its bearings, and 
crank main bearings, resulting 
in lower friction loss.

 The splined shaft on the right 
carries the clutch, and in the 
engine sits above rather than 
ahead-of the output shaft. 
This both reduces engine 
length (concentrating mass 
forward to resist wheelies – 
remember Valentino Rossi, 
saying “The wheelie is the 
enemy”) and allows use of a 
longer swingarm. To reduce 
shaft bending, first and second 
ratios, which exert the greatest 
wedging-apar t  force,  are 
located at right and left ends of 
the cluster, respectively. This 
is a conventional dog-shifted 
gearbox with three shift forks. 
The purpose of the gearbox 
update is to keep pace with 
rising power.

On the left side of the dash screen are the two 
boxes indicating Drive Mode (A, B, or C) and to 
its right, Traction Control intervention level (0-
10), selected up or down, right or left box by the 
thumb rocker on the left handlebar. Mode A is for 
dry conditions on racetrack or twisty roads, and 
delivers the most direct connection between rotation 
of the throttle grip and throttle shaft. Mode B slows 
throttle shaft rotation up to about half-throttle and 
is for any dry condition—track, roads, or street. 
Mode C doubles the slowdown in throttle shaft 
rotation up to about 2/3 throttle and is suitable for 
city (many threats, highly variable pavements) and 
wet operation (many of us now just call this “rain 
mode.” This is analogous to the slowing of control 
stick effects in F-16 when Aerial Refueling Mode 
is selected. Fighter aircraft need fast response for 
air combat, but when moving in to line up with the 
tanker’s probe, Refueling Mode makes the pilot’s 
errors (if any) smaller. Traction Control intervention 
is least at zero, greatest at 10.

 “The office” provides function lights to indicate the 
status of systems, bar-chart tachometer, numerical 
speedometer, gear engaged, turn signal operation, 
hi-lo beam, trip miles, fuel consumption, time, air 
temperature, warning of possible freezing, and the 
above-described square boxes for drive mode and 
traction control.

6) TITANIUM VALVES 7) ELECTRONIC 
     THROTTLE

8) IMU 9) PISTONS, RINGS, 
AND WRISTPIN

10) UPDATED 
TRANSMISSION

11) THE DRIVE MODE SELECTOR (S-DMS)

12) NEW DISPLAY
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This well illustrates many of Suzuki’s goals in this redesign. We see the engine, moved forward 20mm thanks to reducing its cylinder block angle, yet 
with room for exhaust pipes and curved radiator. See also the more slender main frame beams and the single-prong engine hangers, which are tasked 
with being stiff in fore-and-aft bending to handle high braking force with little deflection, yet able to move laterally to provide what 1980s 
chassis – stiff in all directions – could not; namely, front-end ‘feel’. A chassis that is rigid laterally is tossed upward by bumps in corners, 

causing the tire to lose grip. But a laterally flexible chassis yields over smaller bumps, keeping the front tire in contact more 
of the time, and being able to re-establish contact after small “tosses”. Such slip-and-recover events tell the rider “You’re 

getting close…” The swingarm is 40-mm longer than before, thanks to its pivot being tucked-in under 
the high clutch. Just behind the deep oil sump is the exhaust catalyzer, and behind 
it, the “noise valve” that keeps more of the decibels inside.

13) CHASSIS CHANGES
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2017 MV Agusta F4 RC Unveiled
NEW RACING KIT AND 2016 WSBK LIVERY FOR TOP OF THE RANGE MV AGUSTA

The result of a meticulous and continuous 
evolution that has been applied to the refinement 
of every detail. The new MV Agusta F4 RC excels 
both on the road and the track with it’s direct 
connection to WSBK championship racing. It is 
therefore unquestionable that you will discover the 
same technical pedigree of the ‘Reparto Corse’ F4 

ridden by British rider Leon Camier.
As with Camier’s F4, the F4 RC can be both 
enthralling and efficient; the most comprehensive 
package amongst Hypersports. Elegant and 
simple, the F4 RC is instantly recognizable with a 
stunning red and white graphic base as that used 
on the official version, including sponsor logos. 

The number "37" embellished on the fairing is a 
reminder of the constructors World titles won by 
MV Agusta.
Each of the 250 pieces that make up the total 
production of the new F4 RC, is a real collector's 
item accompanied with a valuable racing kit. 
The classic wood box contains high quality 

components, specifically designed and built for the 
racing F4 RC. In detail:
 
the SC-Project titanium single exit exhaust system 
has been developed together with the dedicated 
racing Electronic Control Unit, which forms part of 
the kit. The single seat tail unit lightens the bike 
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and aesthetically underlines the racing vocation. 
The fuel cap and mirror inserts that allow the user 
to remove the mirrors for track use are machined 
in ergal aluminium 7075 providing functional value 
and enriching further a bike that has redefined the 
Hypersports category. The under tailpiece exhaust 
shroud is manufactured in carbon fiber, to assist 
heat transmission with the minimum weight. The 
personalized protective bike cover and Certificate 
of Authentication make the F4 RC even more 
exclusive. Performance is also reflected in the 
numbers: 151 kW, equivalent to 205 hp maximum 
power in road configuration. A fact that makes 
the RC Superbike the most powerful in its class 
within series production. With the racing kit the 
performance increases to 212 hp (158 kW) at 
13600 rpm measured at the crankshaft, the F4 RC 
in track configuration marks the latest evolution 
within the extraordinary development of the in-

line 4-cylinder MV Agusta known as ‘Corsa Corta’ 
(79x50,9 mm) enhanced with unique technical 
solutions such as a central distribution chain and 
radial valve layout.
The choice of chassis solution from the outset of 
the F4 has defined an era thanks to the synthesis 
between the technical benefits of construction 
solutions and assembly. The TIG welded trellis 
CrMo steel tubes are undoubtedly essential and in 
some respects even ‘classic’ but the mechanical 
characteristics offer peak performance. The 
aluminum alloy plates close the rear frame 
structure and form the fulcrum for the single arm, 
with the possibility to change height allowing full 
customization of the riding dynamics.
 
 Racing suspension completes the package of 
absolute excellence: the Ohlins fork USD NIX 
type 30 with TiN surface treatment has separate 

hydraulic compression adjustment (left leg) and 
rebound damping (right leg); spring preload is 
also permitted. The Ohlins TTX 36 shock with 
piggyback reservoir offers the same parameters 
of adjustment as the fork through convenient 
manual mechanical adjusters. Included is also a 
precisely engineered steering damper with manual 
adjustment.
The braking system matches the performance, 
being composed of a pair of front 320 mm diameter 
discs with steel braking areas, aluminum flanges 
and a radial pump, as well as Brembo GP 4-piston 
(30 mm in diameter) radial calipers. The rear steel 
disc is 210 mm in diameter with 4-piston caliper. 
The Bosch ABS 9 Plus with RaceMode utilizes 
a RLM (Rear wheel Lift-up Mitigation) system to 
prevent rear wheel lift under heavy braking.
 
The Electronic Control Unit is based on efficiency 

with a specific goal; the aim is to guarantee the 
ultimate control of the bike for the pilot, without 
reducing sensibility; that sensibility combined with 
the talent and experience of the pilot can make 
the difference when a tenth of a second per lap 
matters. The technology MVICS 2.0 (Motor & 
Vehicle Integrated Control System) allows you 
to command many parameters, including throttle 
sensitivity, maximum torque, engine brake, 
engine response and rev limiter intervention. The 
inertial platform with a trim sensor utilizes three 
gyroscopes and accelerometers to determine 
a precise operation of the traction control on 
8 levels. It can also be switched off entirely. 
Shifting is aided with the 2.0 EAS (Electronically 
Assisted Shift) Quick Shift is part of the standard 
specification.
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MOTOGP: AUSSIE DAY ONE BODES 
FRUSTRATION FOR MOVISTAR 
YAMAHA
DRENCHED FIRST DAY ON PHILLIP ISLAND HALTS FREE PRACTICE PROGRESS

T h e  M i c h e l i n  A u s t r a l i a n 
Motorcycle Grand Pr ix got 
underway today on Phillip Island 
with two drenched free practice 
sessions providing a frustrating 
experience. After a wet FP1, 
the Movistar Yamaha MotoGP 
riders were forced to sit out the 
majority of FP2, with the track 
conditions being too severe, 
meaning no valuable set-up 

data could be assessed.
Lorenzo used the session with 
caution while getting to know 
the wet weather tires and trying 
to find a matching set-up. The 
crew worked hard to find better 
stability for his bike as standing 
water across parts of the track 
made it difficult to find a good 
pace. Struggling to get heat in 
the tires, causing a lack of grip, 

he set a best lap of 1'45.651s for 
19th place.
Rossi found a good wet setting 
early on in the morning and was 
featured as one of the main 
protagonists throughout the 
session, setting a best lap of 
1‘40.998s at the end of an 11-
lap long first stint. However, as 
he set his best lap on a super 
soft front tyre which riders are 

only allowed for no more than 
ten laps, all the times of his first 
outing were canceled, leaving 
him in 20th position.
The Movistar Yamaha MotoGP 
teammates had to be patient for 
the second practice session to 
get underway as it was delayed 
due to the weather conditions. 
The afternoon free practice 
session got underway when the 
track started to dry out at 15:45 
local time.
The Doctor was again eager 
to head out and completed a 
couple of laps, but the track 
action wasn‘t to last. FP2 was 
red flagged and suspended until 
16:45 local time with still more 
than 31 minutes of the session 
remaining and was ultimately 
not restarted for safety reasons.

The cancelation of FP2 meant 
both Movistar Yamaha MotoGP 
riders were unable to improve 
on their  best  morning lap, 
causing Lorenzo to complete 
the first day in 19th place in the 
combined session times and 
Rossi in 20th.
 
“I exited the pit lane quite late 
this morning and I didn‘t make 
so many laps on the first run. I 
was progressing little by little, 
but I stopped too early and 
when I tried the second bike 
there was already more water 
on the track, so I did just one 
more lap. It was difficult to find 
a good reference to understand 
on which bike we were better in 
these conditions.”
 

VALENTINO ROSSI #46:
“The condit ions were very 
difficult today. Unfortunately 
we had bad weather, it was 
very cold and there was lots of 
water. This morning we were 
able to ride for 20 minutes in 
acceptable condit ions and 
it wasn‘t so bad, I was quite 
strong. In the afternoon the 
temperature went down and the 
amount of water was too much, 
so unfortunately we couldn‘t 
ride. We couldn‘t work on the 
feeling on the bike so we keep 
the quite good feeling we had 
at the beginning of the practice, 
but at the same time we lost 
the heat, so we have to wait for 
tomorrow.”
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W h At e v e r  h A p p e n e d 
TO DONNIE MCLEOD
HE WAS A BRIT 250 CHAMP AND SCORED A GP PODIUM. BUT WHERE IS HE NOW?

 A double British 250cc champion, team-mate 
to Niall Mackenzie in the Silverstone Armstrong 
squad, and 250cc Grand Prix podium finisher, 
Scotsman Donnie McLeod was one of the 
brightest young racing talents Britain produced in 
the early 1980s. And then he just disappeared.

   WHEN DID HE START RACING?

In 1976 on a 200cc Tiger Cub. By 1978 he was 
250cc Scottish champion (on a bike he built 

himself from parts) but it wasn’t until he got made 
redundant from his job as a design draughtsman 
in the early 1980s that McLeod got serious about 
racing. He used his redundancy cheque to fund 
his move into 250cc Grands Prix as a privateer. 
He was smart, and it showed. 

WHAT TITLES DID HE WIN IN THE UK?

As well as his 1978 Scottish championship 

title, McLeod went on to win the Startrack 250cc British 
Championship in 1983 and the 250cc Gold Star British 
Championship in 1984 before signing for Silverstone 
Armstrong – a move that didn’t quite work out as well as 
he’d hoped. 
 
WHAT WAS THE SILVERSTONE ARMSTRONG 
PROJECT?

As regular readers of Whatever Happened To? will know, 
Armstrong were a British bike manufacturer who built a lot 
of bikes for the army. They supplied the bikes and spares 
for the race team project, while the owners of Silverstone 
came up with the money and premises and ran the team, 
under the management of former racer Chas Mortimer who 
signed Donnie McLeod and a fresh-faced Niall Mackenzie 
as their riders in 1985. The pair were the Scottish dream 
team. 

GREAT RIDERS, WHAT ABOUT THE BIKES?
Sadly, at GP level, the bikes were about 15-20mph down 
on the competition. So while the team looked hugely 

professional, the bikes beautiful and well turned-out, the machinery 
was somewhat lacking in shove. Pushing hard, McLeod suffered 
15 crashes on the Armstrong in 1985 – more than the combined 
total from the rest of his career! Results in the UK were good but 
the team lacked the budget, experience and machinery to make a 
serious impact at Grand Prix level.

HOW GOOD WAS MCLEOD AS A GP RACER?
Very good, considering the level of equipment and funding he had at his disposal. He 
scored his first point with tenth place at Assen in 1983 on a private machine then took a 
fifth place behind future world champ Wayne Rainey at Misano the following year, again 
on a private Yamaha. He took his best result of second on the Silverstone Armstrong at 
the rain-lashed Belgian GP at Spa in 1986 and finished tenth overall that season, having 
taken several other top ten finishes along the way. When the Armstrong team folded, 
McLeod spent a further two years riding Joe Ehlrich’s EMC machine but it was hugely 
unreliable and he never quite managed to achieve the same level of success.

WHEN AND WHY DID HE RETIRE?
He retired from racing in 1988 and, intelligent as he is, McLeod arrived at the decision in 
the most calculating manner. “I was very lucky that I never injured myself while racing and 

Fact file
Donnie McLeod
First race: 1976
250cc British Champion: 
1983, 1984
Retired: 1988
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I thought the odds must have been stacking 
up by that point,” he says.  “I also wanted 
to retire from racing when I was still young 
enough to start another career.”

SO WHAT DID HE DO AFTER 
RACING?

McLeod was already a qualified design 
engineer before he started racing and went 
on to take a masters degree in computer-
aided engineering after he hung up his 
leathers. He then lectured at Napier 
University in Edinburgh before starting 
up his own management consultancy 
business called M-Tek UK, based in Biggar, 

Lanarkshire.

DOES HE STILL RIDE?
He d idn’ t  throw a leg over  a  rac ing 
motorcycle for a full 22 years after retiring 
but finally got back on an Armstrong for a 
classic parade at Mallory Park in 2010 and 
now enjoys one or two similar outings each 
year. He enjoys a bit of trials riding but the 
only road bike he owns is a three-wheeler 
50cc Ariel! McLeod did attempt to return 
to racing recently for the Yamaha Pro-Am 
event at the British Grand Prix but a last 
minute technical problem with his RD250LC 
ruled him out.
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CHONGQING RATO POWER
With a registered capital of 20,000,000 USD, Chongqing RATO Power 
Technology Co., Ltd.(hereinafter referred to as "RATO Power") is situated 
in Shuangfu Industry Park Zone B, Jiangjin District, Chongqing. The 
company covers a land area of 640 mu, and Zhu Liedong serves as the legal 
representative. The company currently has more than 1,800 staff, in which, 
there are approximately more than 280 engineering technology research 
and development personnel. Core members of the company boast of rich 
experience because they successively got involved in medium and high-
level technology and management in noted enterprises, e.g. Yamaha, Honda, 
Ford, Jialing, Jianshe, Loncin, Zongshen. They help lay a solid technology 
foundation for the company's bright development. 
The company boasts of 140,000-square-meter plant, research & development 
technology building and relevant auxiliary facilities. The company is 
professionally engaged in design, development, manufacture and service of 
motorbike, motorbike engine, all terrain vehicles, general engine and other 
thermodynamic product. Aside from a planned yearly output of 500,000 
quality motorbikes, 100,000 ATV and 3,500,000 general units, the company 
is capable of relevant core components plastic injection, welding, coating 
and machining, engineering production and technical management. Owing 
to an all-round technical innovation mechanism and overall research 
and development level leading the same domestic sector, RATO New 
Thermodynamic Base was listed as 2008 Top-10 Important Projects in 
Chongqing. 
The company was founded in June, 2007. The company has successively 
been engaged in manufacture of general diesel engine, power generator set, 
motorbike engine and plastic rubber spare parts and emerged as an excellent 
producer. 
The company's board chairman Mr Zhu Liedong joined in a certain large-
scale private enterprise group in June, 2001. Mr Zhu led his team to emerge 
the company as the top-2 in the domestic motorbike sector. By partnership 
with BMW and other noted international companies, the company realized 
a business growth of more than 25% for 5 consecutive years. The business 
revenue in 2006 was more than 7 billion RMB.  
In 2007, Mr Zhu Liedong again led the team to start up RATO Power 
undertakings. The team led My Zhu aims at a greater dream, and is dedicated 
to becoming "a revered Chinese enterprise in the same sector around the 

world."
General diesel engine product is widely applied 
to agriculture, garden, engineering & architecture 
machinery and other off-road mobile machinery. 
Presently, 3HP-22HP horizontal shaft and horizontal 
shaft product series have all passed American EPAII, 
European CE and other latest emission standard, 
with technical performance leading the same sector. 
From 6.5HP to 22HPOHV, the general double-cylinder 
gasoline engine with big displacement has bridged 
a good many domestic gaps, with a leading role in 
the same sector. More than 10 products, including 

RTAXQ1-190 medium frequency electric welder, RVC190 
general small gasoline engine have been listed as the 
municipal new high tech product; RVC190 small general 
gasoline engine, R200 small general gasoline engine 
and RV100/RS100 small general gasoline engine are 
ranked as Chongqing Technology Innovation Program. 
RTAXQ1-190 electric welder was rated excellent new 
product in Chongqing. 
 
With respect to two-wheel/four-wheel vehicle product, 
so as to build two-wheel/four-wheel-focused vehicle, 
resort to GGS/BAIMO/OBL/FET and other advanced 
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international cooperation technology research and 
development platform for a brand-new research and 
development or major improvement in response to 
operation characteristic of motorbike and ATV product, 
with product performance surpassing domestic level and 
arriving at international level; collaborative development 
on 500-650cc and other product with big displacement, 
and independent development on 150-350cc and other 
product has helped a comprehensive surpassing of 
product in terms of power, torque, vehicle speed, emission 
and other indicators. The company is intended to directly 
get involved in medium and premium European and 
American market competition by building the differential 
competitiveness edge. 
New MPV multifunction mowing generation integrates 
generator and mower. This brand-new innovative product 
adopts oil and electricity series hybrid power system, 
which has bridged the domestic market gap. The product 
has patent applied in America, with technology at the 
advanced international level. The product is not only 
mower, but also innovation on generator. Such driving 
mower is the company's first hybrid product, which has 
blazed the trail in the outdoor dynamics machinery field. 
The hybrid power-driven driving mower has created a 
brand-new style by breaking the conventional tractor 
shape of the riding mower. The global market revenue 
of driving mower is approximately 1.8 billion USD. At 
present, the company has concluded long-term supply 
contract with America's No.2 home refurbishment chain 
store Lowe's, and boasts of a very broad market prospect. 
As of December, 2014, the company has made a 
cumulative application of 371 patents, with 334 items 
authorized. Currently, the effective authorization covers 
263 items. The independent intellectual property right has 
played a leading role. 
The year 2015 has realized a total production and sales 
of 1,700,000 general diesel engines, engine, two-wheel 
vehicle and four-wheel ATV, and exchange generated 
from export has been 0.3 billion USD. Company's 
products have been distributed as far as America, Europe, 
Japan and other developed countries and become an 
importance force for external trade in Chongqing. 
RATO Power adheres to "human-oriented" tenet and 
incessantly makes technical innovation. The company 
looks forward to developing global leading product, and 
meeting with and exceeding customers' expectations. 
Besides, the company strives to improve the company's 
quality and environment management system. Based 
on ISO9001:2008 quality management system and 
ISO14001:2004 environment management system, 
ISO/TSI16949:2002 is introduced. Make quality and 

environment management system in a more systemic, standard and better manner. Provide 
medium and premium customers around the world with quality commodities characterized 
by high cost performance ratio, and focus on the target of becoming one of the most 
competitive enterprises in the domestic same sector. 

Company: Chongqing RATO Power Technology Co., Ltd.
Add: No.99, Jiujiang Avenue, Shuangfu Industry Park Zone B, Jiangjin District, 
Chongqing
Postcode: 402247
Tel.: 86 23 85553230   
Fax: 86 23 85553398
Website: http://www.rato.cc   http://www.ratopower.com
Alibaba online store
http://cqruntong.en.alibaba.com
http://cnruntong.en.alibaba.com
http://chineseruntong.en.alibaba.com
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Wonjan played the new trend of ancient ways. The long-awaited 14th 

China International Motorcycle Trade Exhibition finally started. At 10:30 on 

October 20, 2016, on the scene, the 14th China International Motorcycle 

Expo, wonjan showed their new vehicle,150 Retro Vehicle, 150 Mini 

Street vehicle, and the jointly launched with adiva 400cc, 300c, 200cc’s 

new reverse tricycle, and 400cc’s high-end scooter. In the crowded 

expo, wonjan new products release conference was especially striking. 

On the day, the secretary of small and medium-size enterprise bureau, 

Mr Zhujian, the secretary-general of motor branch of China Automotive 

Industry Association, Mr Libin, adiva and KSR Company’s ceo were 

visiting the conference, including many distinguished guests from afar. 

They witnessed the wonderful moment together with the president of 

wonjan motorcycle.

HITTING “INNOVATION, COOPERATION, WIN-WIN FUTURE” 

WONJAN-ADIVA 

PRESS CONFERENCE SCENE! 
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     The successful release of the new 150 

Retro Vehicle, the 150 Mini Street vehicle, and 

the Reverse Tricycle was a new journey of 

wonjan!

Next, let us together walk into the conference 

scene.

 

     Not only many dealers from all over 

the world , but also Chongqing Small and 

Medium-size Enterprise’ entrepreneurs, and 

Chongqing National Development and Reform 

Commission, major banks of Chongqing, 

Chongqing Motorcycle Association, and 

the district leaders all came to the press 

conference.

At the press conference, Mr Zhaohong, 

the general manager of wonjan motorcycle 

manufacturing co.ltd, and Chen Xianhong, 

the chief executive officers of adiva made the 

signing ceremony. Chongqing wonjan and 

adiava reached a brand consensus, and from 

the day, with the new concept “innovation, 

cooperation, win-win future”, they would hand 

in hand towards a broader market and a better 

future. Meanwhile, from this moment, wonjan 

would enter the International stage, even the 

whole world.

 

Ad iva ,  i t  was  the  new emerg ing  brand 

established in Italy in 1996. AD3 showed on 

the Rome auto exhibition, like the convertible, 

prospered in Europe. The adiava heavy 

machinery vehicle, its convertible is retractable, 

and it is developed by itself, and is able to cope 

with the large gap or bad roads. Meanwhile, it 

is as safe and comfortable as the four-wheel 

vehicle, as well as the mobility. Moreover, it 

maintains the operation of the motorcycle and the 

fun of riding. Therefore, adiava entry to China 

heavy machinery vehicle market would lead a 

new trend! Mr Zhu, the secretary of Chongqing 

Small and Medium-size Enterprise Bureau 

and Mr Li, the secretary of China Motorcycle 

Association were delivered their speeches. 

Resources integration was a trend of motorcycle 

development domestically or overseas. Wonjan 

and adiva chose to cooperate, and together to 

face the opportunities and challenges of the 

globalization, it certainly was a brilliant choice.

At the end of the press conference, wonjan 

uncovered the new product, vintage vehicle, 

and revrese tricycle. At this time, wonjan 

showed many types of the vintage vehicle, with 

special and beautiful appearance, 150cc single- 

cylinder air-cooled engine, the maximum torque 

11N./6000rmp, and the electric fuel injection 

system.

 

The same time published with adiva, the reverse 

tricycle, the emission is 399cc, the maximum 

power is 27.4kw/7250rmp, and the maximum 

torque is 38.1N.m/5500rmp. The highlights of 

the vehicle is the design of the reverse triangle, 

it promotes the stability of the vehicle greatly. 

Broad and thick seat, super big backrest and 

luggage trunk, it absolutely is the best choice of 
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travelling! Many motor fans at the conference 

showed their eagerly expectance after the 

release of this two vehicle.

There is no one same wonjan motorcycle 

in the world. In the manufacturing factory, 

they have the same design, the same 

manufacture and the same sale. However, 

when a motorcycle belongs to a knight, then 

their choice of journey and the lifestyle make 

the wonjan motorcycle they chosen is unique, 

and every vehicle is given a different meaning.

There is a kind of life that is riding; there is a 

perseverance that is riding; there is a future 

that is riding.

Wonjan-adiva“innovation cooperation win-

win future”! In the future, with the concept 

of innovation, environmental protection and 

interaction, wonjan-adiva shall open up riding 

market to make a change and development. 

“Life three, riding continues”, the road of life is 

a long way, as well as the cooperation road of 

wonjan and adiva. Wonjan and adiva will hand 

in hand to create a better future.

WJ150-23
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NEW CHALLENGES, 
PURSUIT OF DREAMS
ZONGSHEN CYCLONE WILL GO ON AN 
EXPEDITION IN DAKAR RALLY 2017

On 20th  Oc tober,  the 
14th China International 
moto r cyc le  fa i r  had 

a grand hold, and Zongshen 
group made a China press 
c o n f e r e n c e  t o  a n n o u n c e 
Cyclone’s expedition to Dakar 
Rally 2017. Zongshen group’s 
CEO Liugang, deputy general 
manager Yu Changjiang, Tong 
Dingtao and Zuoyong, with 
Zongshen’s Cyclone Dakar 
racing team manager, Li Lixing, 
Chinese driver Zhao Hongxi and 
French driver Willie, released 
the  in fo rmat ion  abou t  t he 
preparation for the Race to the 
media and the motorcycle fans 
in the motorcycle fair. Zong 
shen Cyclone Dakar Racing 
team prepared from one year 
ago. Currently, the racing team 

is converting the racing vehicle 

to match the Zongshen’s self-
developed engine NC 450 to 
do a adaptive modification. The 
other two drivers and the famous 
star Ren Xianqi are also is in 
a good preparation. In a word, 
the racing team is in a good 
condition to prepare the Race. 
Dakar Rally 2017 will officially 
start in Paraguay in January.
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In the press conference, zongshen’s CEO, 
Liugang awarded Cyclone team flag to 
the racing team, and wished the team 

to bravely get the success. Zongshen’s 
deputy general manager, Tong Dingtao 
announced the background information of 
Cyclone racing team, the vehicle participated 
in the race, power platform and the team’s 
condition of the preparation for the race. 
Tong Dingtao introduced, Dakar Rally is 
called as the hardest race  with the most 
dangerous spirit in the world. It was a game 
of the bravers with a 39-year history. Dakar 

Rally undoubtedly has become the signal 
of the spirit to challenge bravely and break 
through the limits. When most Chinese are 
still experiencing the traffic jams in the city 
day by day, when the development of the 
motorcycle are still mostly limited in China 
today, Zongshen Cyclone’s expedition to 
Dakar Rally has taken a step to challenge the 
new and to pursue the dreams. Also it is one 
of the original intention of the French driver, 
Thierry Sabine, who firstly established Dakar 
Rally.

NEW CHALLENGES, PURSUIT OF DREAMS
ZONGSHEN CYCLONE WILL GO ON AN EXPEDITION IN DAKAR RALLY 2017

On one hand, Dakar Rally has an 
influence of more then 5 hundred 
mi l l i on  peop le  wor l dw ide, 

especially in most motor fans’heart, 
it has a extraordinary meaning. On 
the other hand, the travelling series of 
Cyclone is gradually becoming perfect, 
and this series vehicle exactly meet the 
three elements of Dakar Rally wanted 
to show, outdoor, challenge and sights. 
Through par ticipating in this race, 
Cyclone brand spirit will be shared in 
a wider range, meanwhile, Cyclone 
products can be loved by more people.

 To prepare for the 2017 Dakar 
Rally, zongshen invited Zhao 
Hongxi from Beijing, with many 

experiences in events, Ren Xianqi from 
Taowan, Besser and willie from france to 
the press conference. These four man 
were the drivers of zongshen Cyclone’s 
racing team, and Li Lixing held the post 
of the manager of Dakar Rally Racing 
team.
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Ride to Tibet with Harley
------the story of a 73 years old lady

S p e a k i n g  o f  t h e  H a r l e y 

motorcycle, many people will 

think of man，but can you image 

a 73 years old lady ride to the 

Tibet with the Harley？

Can you know she is already 

73 years old when you just see 

these photos? But it is such 

an old grandmother, she went 

to Tibet and to overcome the 

plateau reaction.

This old lady’s name is Huang 

Yanzhen, she was born in FUjian 

province. For most of people 

70 years old means old and 

weakness, but for grandma 

Huang it’s definitely not.

Grandma Huang looks even 

more fashion than young people.

Grandma Huang was born in 

the 1940s，about 1980s with the 

opening of the Qinghai Tibet 

Railway， she wanted to go to 

Tibet. But she had to work for 

her children, until now she finally 

gets some free time to make her 

dream come true.

In June, she went to Tibet and 
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crossed the desert，and she also saw the 

Qinghai Lake， and finally she made the 

dream come true.

Looking grandma Huang’s  clothes， do you 

still believe that fashion is young people’s   

patent  ？

Let’s look at the photos of grandma Huang，

she even looks like a supermodel！

This is the first time i think that the white 

hair can be such beautiful！

Maybe some people would say that 
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grandma Huang is a rich lady，but the truth is 

not. When she was young, she had to work all 

day, and also need to rehearse the show at 

night. She has the bone hyperplasia.

In fact, before going to Tibet, grandmother 

Huang because of the wrestling accident, 

lying in bed for half a year. According to 

Huang grandmother's words, she thought she 

could never stand up again. But she insisted 

exercise everyday, even stood on the stage of 

the national Chinese dress competition. 

Grandma Huang ‘s mother loves the Chinese 

dress very much,  when she was a child by the 

influence of the mother, she also has a special 

feeling for the Chinese dress. However, Born 

under A bad time, she had almost no chance 

to wear it. 

Until now, grandma can finally wear it, to show 

the beauty of the Chinese dress. She attended 

the Xiamen Chinese dress Association, also 

participated in the two sides of the Strait of 

Chinese dress Festival. 

In all the Chinese dress contest she is the 

oldest, but also the most impressive .

She is more than and 70 years old and 

young people like to go to school, take part 

in 1.5 hours of physical exercise every day, 

specifically linked to the pace of walking
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Beauty may not be achieved overnight, the 

real beauty is a woman’s self-cultivation, 

tolerance and mind. 

Grandmother's optimistic attitude towards life 

is also affecting their children, She and her 

daughter stood together, is the most beautiful 

street landscape. Listening to  grandma talk 

about her past, i can feel the expectations of 

future from her.

Grandmother said  she is a common lady in 

life, she said age cannot erase the wrinkles, 

this is the signs of aging, only to maintain 

physical and mental health, constantly adjust 

their mentality, it is never too late to learn, 

keep pace with the times, in order to make 

their life more rich and colorful.

In fact, at any time, the age is just a number. 

All of us will get old someday, we can chose to 

be mediocre, we can also chose to be grace.

We always have a choice. 
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LIFAN KPS150 GOT GOOD 
GRADES IN JINGDONG 

RAISING ACTIVITY.
The number reached $2.57 million within 15 days. 

At 10:00 October 29, with the great support of most 

International friends, Lifan KPS150 finally raised RMB 

2,575,554 in Jingdong raising activity. It was far more 

than the expected number, RMB 1,500,000when the 

raising activity started. Lifan got amazing grades in 

this Jingdong raising activity, it was a signal of perfect 

ending.

     Since this Jingdong raising activity firstly started 

at 10:00 October 14, Lifan had received a booming 

popularity among motorcycle fans. Within 15 days, 

there were 8,826 International friends supporting the 

raising activity project. It could be concluded that 

most people had a preference for KPS150, and 

meanwhile, it reflected that the supporters had full 

confidence for the project.

One reason why so many people had confidence 

for  K PS150 was that  the or iginator  was L i fan 

official flagship store, the powerful brand back of 

Lifan, and the products had a nationwide after-

sales support. One another important reason was 

that KPS150 itself was excellent enough.

A s  t h e  n e w e s t  m e m b e r  o f  f a m i l y  o f  L i f a n 

motorcycle KP, the traditional design aesthetics of 

KP family was passed down fully. Asia appearance 

style, mature and dynamic, it made the vehicle had 

a unique aesthetic temperament. As for the power, 

with NBF single cylinder, 149CC, two valve, water-

cooled, four stroke, six gears meshing gear type 

engine, it made stronger low twist, and more rapid 

tail speed. Furthermore, KPS150 was the vehicle 

that had track descent. This year, in CMBC 150CC 

modif ied group events,  KPS150 swept Beij ing 

Station (July)  Individual  and Team champion, 

Chengdu Station (September) Individual and Team 

champion, it was deserved king of highway.
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     It can be said that Lifan KPS150 got the support of most 

International friends as early as expected, and the supporter 

would get the corresponding returns.  During the raising 

activity, the net friend who support for the project 1yuan, had 

a chance to draw 4,990 yuan Lifan KPS150 shopping vocher. 

The net friend who support 9,480, would get KPS150 vehicle 

wor thy of 9,980, and a national general fuel top -up card 

worthy of 300 yuan. The net friend who support 26,940 yuan, 

would get three KPS150 vehicles.

     Af ter the raising ac tivit y succeed, within three days, 

Lifan customer service staf f would contact the net friend, 

participated in this activity, to confirm identity information and 

delivery address. KPS150 would come to your hand within 60 

days after the finish of the raising activity. At that time, Lifan 

would delivered the vehicle to the store closet to your address, 

and you could take the car there. 

 KPS150 had of f icially l isted in the countr y on Oct. 3.  the 

customer who did not participated in the raising activity at 

the first time could go to local Lifan motorcycle store. More 

surprises were waiting for you there.
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As the Chinese motorcycle industry evolves it becomes more interesting for foreign 
manufacturers. Over the last 5 years David McMullan and his team of experts have 
helped many international motorcycle related companies with their entry in 
to the Chinese industry. From legendary motorcycle industry household 
names to small family businesses all over the world the C2W consultation 
team has successfully advised them and introduced many international 

products in to China.
Equally, the C2W consultation team has also helped the big-
gest Chinese motorcycle companies with foreign joint 

venture partnerships and quality parts sourcing. 
C2W also acts as media and marketing directors for the 
China International Motorcycle Trade Exhibition 
(CIMAmotor), the China Motorcycle Parts Fair 
(CMPF), Subcon China and the Electric 

Bike Expo.

Whether it’s parts, accessories, soft-
ware or fully built 2-wheelers we 
have the best experience in 

the Chinese business. 

To find out how the C2W consultation team 
can help you email Lei Lin at 

346113121@qq.com

What bike would you like to see made? Tell us

C2W CONSULTATION TEAM
china 2 wheels

THE C2W MOTORCYCLE PARTS FAIR
C2W enjoys a partnership with the China Motorcycle Parts Fair that can bring you all the details 

of the export partners you need to help your business grow.
The China Motorcycle Parts Fair (CMPF) is the biggest specialist motorcycle parts trade exhibi-

tion in the world with over 700 companies’ displaying millions of products twice a year. Each fair 
attracts over 40000 trade visitors to cities around China with the next fair being held in Harbin in 

October 2016. 
The CMPF features motorcycle parts for hundreds of models from around the world as well as 

accessories, lubricants and everything motorcycle related.
If you want to visit the CMPF and need help or advice contact Lei Lin  Email:346113121@qq.com
 the following pages is a selection of the parts OEM’s and traders that exhibit at CMPF. You can 
contact them directly but if you need an introduction to them write to David at the above ad-

dress and he will arrange it for you.

C2W, helping your business to grow
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 offers you a selection of motorcycle parts OEM 
and distributors. 

SHOCK 
ABSORBER

Chongqing Yaoyong Shock Absorber Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No.76 lvcheng Road, Xipeng Industrial 
Garden, Jiulongpo District, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-86328616 •Fax: +86-23-
86328688
•Web: www.cqyaoyong.com 

Chongqing Yu'an Innovation Technology 
(Group) Co., Ltd.
•Add: Shangqiao Industrial Zone, Shaping-
ba District, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-65230020 •Fax: +86-23-
65201278
•E-mail: yxb@yuanchina.com •Web:www.
yuanchina.com   

Jiangsu Mingxing Shock Absorber Co., Ltd.
•Add: Jiulong Industrial Area, Taizhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-523-86266918 •Web: jsmxjzq.
zgqpc.com

Foshan ABC Shock Absorber Co., Ltd.
•Add: North of ShiXi Industry Area, XiaNan 
2nd Village, PingZhou, Nanhai District, 
Foshan City, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-757-86716801 •Fax: +86-757-
86716803
•E-mail: gdfsabc@gmail.com •Web: www.
fsabc.com

Roading International Co., Ltd.
•Add: Rm8061, Dongpeng Debao Business 
Center, No.109 Huanhua Road, Fangcun, 
Guangzhou,Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-81523520 •Fax: +86-20-
81523525
•E-mail: roadingbike@163.com •Web: www.
roadingcycle.com

GuangZhou Z-Wing International Trading 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Building 2, GaoSha, ZhongYi Village, 
ZhongCun Street, GuangZhou, China.
•Tel: +86-20-28663886 •Fax: +86-20-
28663883
•Website: http://z-wing.en.gongchang.com

Linhai Lucheng Auto & Motorcycle Assem-
bly Co., Ltd.
•Add: Zhaozhuang Road, Linhai Economy 
Developing Zone, Linhai City, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-85622880 •Fax: +86-576-
85622863
•E-mail: info@cnlujian.com •Web:www.
cnlujian.com

Rui'an Feilong Shock Absorber Co., Ltd.
•Add: Dongyang Industrial Zone, Tangxia 

Town, Rui'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-65352555 •Fax: +86-577-
65379555
•Web: www.feilong-shock.com.cn
              
Sichuan Chuannan Absorber Group Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No.149 South Fengshi Street, Qianwei 
County, Sichuan
•Tel: +86-833-4262186 •Fax: +86-833-
4262359
•Web: www.cnabsorber.cn •E-mail: web-
master@cnabsorber.cn
              
Zhejiang Mingzhen Machinery Manufactur-
ing Co., Ltd.
•Add: Dunan Industry Zone, Duqiao, 
Taizhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-85589899 •Fax: +86-576-
85589567
•Web: www.qilichina.com •E-mail: sales@
qilichina.com
              
Ningbo Huaying Machinery Co., Ltd.
•Add: Maimian Bridge, Jishigang Town, 
Yinzhou District, Ningbo, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-88440008 •Fax: +86-574-
88440005
              
Changzhou Sunshine Shock Absorber Fac-
tory
•Add: Luoyang Industrial Area, Changzhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-8795588 •Fax: +86-519-
8790886
•Web: www.yg-jz.com/english/index.htm 
•E-mail: zjp@yg-jz.com

Wuxi Huaheng International Trade Corpora-
tion
•Add: 16-1007, Jiefang North Road, Wuxi, 
Jiangsu.
•Tel: +86-510-82300851 •Fax: +86-510-
82300853
•Web: www.huahengmotor.com •E-mail: 
tao_motor@hotmail.com
              
Zhejiang Bosuer Motion Apparatus Co., Ltd.
•Add: Fenghuang Road, Fenghuangshan 
Industry Zone,WuyiCity, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579- 87707699 •Fax: +86-579-
87007761

Zhejiang Qiangguangjian Industrial & Com-
mercial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Shibali Village, Jiangdong Town, 
Jindong District, Jinhua, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-82823848 •Fax: +86-579-
82823050
              
GuangZhou ChuanHua Shock Absorber 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: No. 72, Huancheng Road, Conghua, 
Guangzhou
•Tel: +86-20-87919596 •Fax: +86-20-
87919596
•Web: http://chjz.en.gongchang.com
         

TYRES AND 
WHEELS
     
Qingdao Bestsale Tyre Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.467 Changjiang Road, Huishang 
Int.Mansion, Qingdao, Shandong
•Tel: +86-532-86107985 •Fax: +86-532-
86107986
•Web: sandraliu83.en.gongchang.com
              
Cheng Shin Rubber (Xiamen) Ind., Ltd.
•Add: 15, Xibin Road, Xingli, Jimei District, 
Xiamen, Fujian
•Tel: +86-592-6211606 •Fax: +86-592-
6214649
•Web: www.xcs.com.cn •E-mail: xcsp@mail.
xcs.com.cn

Combest Int'l Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Linrui Business Mansion, Zhuhai Rd., 
Jiaonan, Qingdao, Shandong
•Tel: +86-532-81166119 •Fax: +86-532-
85183893
•Web: www.combesttyre.com •E-mail: 
combest@126.com
              
Guangzhou Gainway Co., Ltd.
•Add: 17/F, Fuying International Building, 
No.166 Changguangzhong Road, Guang-
zhou, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-83455288-882 •Fax: +86-20-
84356725
•Web: www.gainway2000.com •E-mail: 
export@gainway2000.com
          
Ideal Chemical & Hardware Co., Ltd.
•Add: Zhuhai Road, Jiaonan City, Qingdao, 
Shandong
•Tel: +86-532-85182057 •Fax: +86-532-
85183257/ 86132317
•Web: www.greatire.com •E-mail: admin@
greatire.com

Wuxi Doubleflying Light Tyre Co., Ltd.
•Add: No. 258, Wuxingjiayuan, Wuxi, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-85754868/85755760 •Fax: 
+86-510-85765119/85755760
•Web: doubleflyingtyre.en.gongchang.com/
product
              
Sinaite Rubber Patch Cangzhou Co., Ltd.
•Add: Leitou Industrial Park, Cangzhou, 
Hebei
•Tel: +86-317-4691888 •Fax: +86-317-
4519889
•Web: www.sinaite.net •E-mail: info@sinaite.
net
              
Qingdao BESTAR Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yinzhu Industrial Park, Jiaonan, Qing-
dao, Shandong
•Tel: +86-532-82116773/88195663 •Fax: 
+86-532-88195663
•Web: www.chinabestar.com •E-mail: 
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Tianjin Pengqi Rubber Products Co., Ltd.
•Add: East Side of Yanji Street, Beichen Dis-
trict, Tianjin
•Tel: +86-22-26818597/26818598 •Fax: +86-
22-26818596
•Web: www.chinapengqi.com •E-mail: peng-
qi@chinapengqi.com
              
Zhejiang Zhouji Rubber Group Co., Ltd.
•Add: Paitou Industrial Zone, Zhuji, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-575-87057888/87051737 •Fax: +86-
575-87052789

Anhui Light Industries International Co., Ltd.
•Add: 19 Meishan Road, Hefei, Anhui
•Tel: +86-551-2826868 •Fax: +86-551-2826319
•Web: www.alic.com •E-mail: contactus@alic.
cn
              

PLASTICS

Binhai Moulds and Plastics Group Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.131-8 Huangjiao Rd, Huangyan 
District, Taizhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-84275608/84201526 •Fax: +86-
576-84201526/84275686
•Web: www.binhaichina.com •E-mail: sales@
binhaichina.com
              
              
Changzhou Qian Fu Plastic Industry Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.19 Tongjiang Road, Xiaohe Town, 
Xinbei District, Changzhou, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-5030219 •Fax: +86-519-
3500955
•Web: www.qianfu.com •E-mail: manager@
qianfu.com

Changzhou Yinhe Minglei Bicycle Fittings 
Factory
•Add: Jianshe West Way, Industrial Developing 
Zone Of Xiaohe Town, Changzhou, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-5038429/5038982 •Fax: +86-
519-3241429

Lighting
Changzhou Jiangsu Yedi Automotive Lighting 
System Co., Ltd.
•Add: Konggang Private Industrial Park, Tang 
Village, Luoxi Town, Changzhou, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-83200256/83200259 •Fax: +86-
519-83502859
•Web: www.jsyedi.com.cn •E-mail: yedi@
vip.163.com
              
Chongqing Beibei Tianli Lamp Co., Ltd.
•Add: Economic Development Zone, Tongjiaxi 
Town, Beibei District, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-68346206 68346205 •Fax: +86-
23-68315078
•Web: www.cqtl668.com •E-mail: sales@
tianlilamp.com
              
Guangzhou Besyo Auto Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: 1208, the twelveth floor,Xiangyun Build-
ing, NO.1400 Baiyun Avenue, Baiyun district, 
Guangzhou
•Tel: +86-20-28276982 •Fax: +86-20-
28276983
•E-mail: sales@besyoautoparts.com •Web: 
www.besyoautoparts.com

SECURITY
              
Guangzhou Tielaoda Theft-Proof Equipment 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: G Bldg, NO.9 Huaxi Road, Fangcun Vil-
lage, Liwan District, Guangzhou, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-81508626 •Fax: +86-20-
81405057
•Web: www.tjj-china.com •E-mail: tjj@tjj-chi-
na.com

              
Hangzhou Meka Tools Co., Ltd.
•Add: Building 4, 6 Xiyuan 8th Road, Sandun 
Xihu Technology and Economic Park, Hang-
zhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-88225048 •Fax: +86-571-
88225040
•Web: http://meka.en.gongchang.com
              
LFF Security Equipment Co., Ltd.
•Add: XiaoLan Industrial Base, Xiaolan Town, 
Zhongshan, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-760-22138466/22132008 •Fax: +86-
760-22132886
•E-mail: tycho@lff.cn •Web: www.lff.cn
              
Parking Easy Cars Elctronic Appliance Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Xiangxing Industrial Area, Xiaolan Town, 
Zhongshan, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-760-22127782 •Fax: +86-760-
86160677

Zhejiang Zhengdong Vehicle Fittings Co., Ltd.
•Add: Xingfang Economic and Technological 
Development Zone, Tangxia Town, Rui'an, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-85801809 •Fax: +86-577-
85801811
•Web: www.chinazhengdong.com •E-mail: 
zd@chinazhengdong.com

VARIOUS EN-
GINE PARTS
              

Changzhou Junfeng Lantian Vehicle Co., Ltd.
•Add: Weicun Town, New Northern District, 
Changzhou, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-85711520 •Fax: +86-519-
85716520
•Web: www.ltcy.cn •E-mail: ltcy@ltcy.cn
              
Jiangmen Jusheng Vehicle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.25, Beijiangli, Baishidacheng, Jiang-
men, Guangdong
•Tel: +86- 750-3087333 •Fax: +86-750-
3087755
•Web: www.jmjusheng.com •E-mail: 
jusheng3087333@163.com
              
Luoyang Luojia Highland Motors Co., Ltd.
•Add: Xujiaying, High&New Development 
Zone, Luoyang, Henan
•Tel: +86-379-65111883/65111908 •Fax: +86-
379-64937967
•Web: www.luojiamotor.com •E-mail: sales@
luojiamotor.com
              
Changzhou Wujin Huafeng Automobile Indus-
try Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.8, Yucheng Industry Zone, Qian-
huang Town, Wujin District, Changzhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-513-86251888 •Fax: +86-519-
86251043

CRANKSHAFT

Wuhu Kengchang Mechanical & Electrical Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Xinqiao Town, Luqiao, Taizhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-82666699 •Fax: +86-576-
82665555
•Web: www.cn-kc.com •E-mail: lly@cn-kc.com
              
Chongqing Yunyang Crankshaft Co., Ltd.
•Add: Dongjiao, Yunyang, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-55159765 •Fax: +86-23-55159767
•Web: en.yyqz.com •E-mail: yunchuan@yyqz.
com
              
Guangzhou Liyen Science & Technology Co., 
Ltd.

•Add: Zhonghua Moto-Parts Market, Guang-
zhou, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-28946440 •Fax: +86-20-
81056391
•Web: liyen.en.alibaba.com
              
Guangzhou Vime Automotive Parts Co.,Ltd.
•Add: No.T23 Baiyun Motorcycle Market Zeng-
cha Road,Guangzhou
•Tel:+86-20-81797636 •Fax:+86-20-81795400
•E-mail: vimemoto@yahoo.cn •Web:www.
v-ime.com
              
Carburetor
Fuding Hualong Carburetor Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.99 Longshan Industry Zone, Fuding, 
Fujian
•Tel: +86-593-7872688 •Fax: +86-593-
7836333
•Web: www.hlic.com.cn •E-mail: info@hlic.
com.cn
              
Fuding Mikuni Carburetor Manufacture Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No.A6-802/A6-902 Fuli Bitaowan 
Luochongwei Baiyun District Guangzhou, 
Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-81972896 •Fax: +86-20-81972247
              
Fuding Wabran Locomotive Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.16 Xinghuo Industrial Park, Fuding, 
Fujian
•Tel: +86-593-7871826 •Fax: +86-593-7817689
•Web: zgf007@21cn.com •E-mail: webmaster@
wabron.com

Fujian Fuding Jingke Carburetor Co., Ltd.
•ADD: 71# Zhongshan North Road, Fuding, 
Fujian
•Tel: +86-593-7825855 •Fax: +86-593-
7837929
•E-mail: 13799803333@139.com •Web: www.
jkhyq.com
              
Fujian Xinjifu Enterprises Co., Ltd.
•Add: 23/F Yifa Tower, No.111, Wusi Road, 
Fuzhou, Fujian
•Tel: +86-591-87877370/87878578/22856816 
•Fax: +86-591-87878388
•Web: http://forwholesale.en.gongchang.com
              
Guangzhou Zhenhe Automobile Accessories & 
Fittings Co., Ltd.
•Add: 3rd Building, Huangzhou Industrial 
Zone, Chebei, Tianhe District, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-38601512/38629542 •Fax: +86-
20-38601599
•Web: www.gzsanling.com •E-mail: sanling@
gzsanling.com
              
Nanjing Keihin Carburetor Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.1 Longhua Road, Nanjing Luhe Eco-
nomic Development Zone, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-25-57139039 •Fax: +86-25-57138178
•Web: www.keihin-knj.com
              
Rui'an Sunshine Carburetor Co., Ltd.
•Add: Chenzhai Industrial Zone, Tangxia Town, 
Rui'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-65370828 •Fax: +86-577-
65360838
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•Web: www.zjshine.com •E-mail: master@
zjshine.com

Shanghai Lingchi Motorcycle Co., Ltd. Wen-
ling Branch
•Add: First Phase of Nanquan Industrial 
Area, Taiping Street, Wenling, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-86126595 •Fax: +86-576-
86224122
•Web: www.lingchi.net •E-mail: sales@
lingchi.net
              
Alignment Metal Products Co., Ltd.
•Add: 327, NO.58, Alley 136, Shunde Road, 
Ningbo, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-87655411 •Fax: +86-574-
87655422
•Web: http://metalway9485.en.gongchang.
com
              
Changzhou Xueqiang Electronic Technology 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Xueyan Town, Changzhou, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-86151256/86151361 •Fax: 
+86-519-86151668
•Web: www.xq-yz.com
              
Zhejiang Yongkang Kangli Metal Products 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: 4th Village Industrial District, Tangx-
ian Town, Yongkang, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-87502648 •Fax: +86-579-
87502638

Rui'an Sendfly Vehicle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.60-62, Dongfeng Road, Hantian, 
Tangxia, Rui'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-65353747 •Fax: +86-577-
65373773
•Web: www.wzsx2008.cn •E-mail: 
huatai21@126.com
              
Shanghai Unison Aluminum Products Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No.2058, Hu Qing Ping Highway, 
Shanghai
•Tel: +86-21-5976-1698 •Fax: +86-21-
59760338
•Web: www.unisonal.com •E-mail: info@
unisonal.com
              
Suzhou Industrial Park Tongsheng Bicycle 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Tongda Road 1875-8#, Suzhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-512-66980056 •Fax: +86-512-
66960187
•Web: www.tsbicycle.net •E-mail: 
163ts_09001@vip.163.com
              
Taizhou Xinyi Motorcycle Fittings Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.5 Gongxin Road, West Industrial 
Zone, Huangyan, Taizhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-84603888/84609789 •Fax: 
+86-576-84609777
•Web: www.xinyiwheel.com •E-mail: xinyi@
xinyiwheel.com

Wuxi Wanxuan Metal Product Co., Ltd.
•Add: Zhenxi Industrial Zone, Xishan Distict, 
Wuxi, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-88784887 •Fax: +86-510-
88787228
•Web: www.wanxuan.cn •E-mail: wanxu-
an1@wanxuan.com
              
Yongkang Junjian Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.288 of LingShi Road Industrial 
Zone, West City, Yongkang, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-87388787/87388788 •Fax: 
+86-579-87432824
•Web: www.junjianrim.com •E-mail: sales2@
junjianrim.com
              
Zhejiang Dawning Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Quanxi Industrial Park, Wuyi County, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-87960869 •Fax: +86-579-
87960809
•Web: http://dawningdoors.en.gongchang.
com

CABLES AND 

WIRES
            
  
Zhejiang Jinfei Machinery Group, Co. Ltd.
•Add: No.800 Xianhua South Street, Indus-
trial Park, Jinhua, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-82523262 •Fax: +86-579-
82523293
•Web: www.jinfei.com.cn •E-mail: jinfei@
jinfei.cn

Cixi Jianliw Bicycle Factory
•Add: Hongxing Village, Andong Town, Cixi, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-63890705 •Fax: +86-574-
63890651
•Web: http://qiyangcycle.en.gongchang.
com
              
Cixi Kaiyu Control Cord Co., Ltd.
•Add: Shengshan Industry Zone, Cixi, Zhe-
jiang
•Tel: +86-574-635448550 •Fax: +86-574-
63549550/58974759
•E-mail: leb@chinakaiyu.com •Web: www.
chinakaiyu.com
              
DongGuan ShuangHe Control Cable Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Building 69, Sanjiang Industrial Area, 
Xinsi Village, Dongguan, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-769-87060066 •Fax: +86-769-
81017595
•Web: www.dgshuanghe.com •E-mail: amy@
dgshc.com
              
Hebei Jifeng Machinery Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yangzhuang Industrial Zone, Qinghe 
County, Hebei
•Tel: +86-319-8136866 8138888 •Fax: +86-
319-8138688
•Web: www.hbjfjx.com
              
Jiangyin Jiuan Bicycle Co., Ltd.
•Add: Mazhen Industrial Area, Xuxiake 
Town, Jiangyin, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-86522091 86520088 •Fax: 
+86-510-86526698
•Web: www.ya-controlcable.com •E-mail: 
jjb@ja-cable.com
              
Jiangyin New Century Automobile & Motor 
Fittings Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yungu Road, Changjing Town, Jiang-
yin, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-86304888 •Fax: +86-510-
80141038
•Web: www.chinaxsj.com •E-mail: Cheney@
chinaxsj.com
              
Jiangyin Qinengshi Vehicle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Pushi Village Changjing Town, Jiang-
yin, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-86338228 86338988 •Fax: 
+86-510-86335331
•Web: www.jyqns.com •E-mail: sales@jyqns.
com

Qinghe County Junsheng Auto & Motorcycle 
Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: South to the Bus Station, No.8 
Wangguanzhuang Industrial Zone, Qinghe 
County, Xingtai, Hebei
•Tel: +86-319-8136073 •Fax: +86-319-
8138718
•Web: www.hbxincheng.com •E-mail:x-
incheng@hbxincheng.com
              
Rui'an Lihai Vehicle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Centou Industry Zone, Tangxia Town, 
Rui'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-65386698 •Fax: +86-577-
65372400
              
Shanghai Lonestar Cable Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.5 Building, Yuweishi Avenue, 
Longyang Industrial Zone, Fengxian District, 
Shanghai
•Tel: +86-21-67105387 •Fax: +86-21-
67105661
•Web: www.lonestar.com.cn
              
              
Chongqing Chaoqiang Machinery Co., Ltd.
•Add: Jinlonghu Industry Region, Beibei 

District, Chongqing, China
•Tel: +86-23-86032399 •Fax: +86-23-
63228190
•Web: www.bindunconrod.com •E-mail: 
export@bindunconrod.com

ELECTRONICS
Zhejiang Boer Electromechanical Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.199, Xinggong Road, Huzhen 
Town, Jinyun County, Lishui, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-578-3559765 •Fax: +86-578-
3559225
              
ZheJiang Jinlang Engine Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.259 of 2nd Ring Road, Jinqing 
Town, Luqiao, Taizhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-82899099 •Fax: +86-576-
82712887
•E-mail: jinlang@jinlang.com.cn •Web: www.
jinlang.com.cn
              
              
Chongqing yinji Motorcycle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Baiyun Motocycle Accessory Market, 
Zengcha Road, Baiyun District, Guangzhou
•Tel: +86-20-67183699 •Fax: +86-20-
67183699
•Web: www.chongqingyj.en.alibaba.com
              
Chongqing Unionstrong General Motor 
Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.14 Beiqu Road, Yuzhong District, 
Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-63541508 •Fax: +86-23-
63501639
•Web: www.unionstrong-cq.com •E-mail: 
unionstrong@hotmail.com
              
Walbro (Tianjin) Industries Co., Ltd.
•Add: Beichen Economic Development 
Area, Tianjin
•Tel: +44(0)1784 493555 •Fax: +86-022-
26970217
•Web: www.walbro.com.cn •E-mail: Peter.
H@glencoeltd.co.uk
              

China SPSUN Group
•Add: No.68, Yuhe West Road, Hangtian, 
Tanxia, Rui'an, ZheJiang
•Tel: +86-577-65351356 •Fax: +86-577-
65356586
•Web: www.cnspsun.com •E-mail: chance.
cn@163.com
              
Chongqing Sansan Electric Appliance Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: 41F, Area 2, Jupiter Science and 
Technology Building, North New District, 
Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-67032817 67889192 •Fax: +86-
23-65156129
•Web: www.sansan.cc •E-mail: ss1307@
sansanmeter.com
              
Cixi Doli Electrical Co., Ltd.
•Add: Xinjie Village, Zonghan Street, CiXi, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-63229288 63228488 •Fax: 
+86-574-63228288
•Web: www.chinadoli.com •E-mail: sales@
chinadoli.com
              
Cixi Vetor Machinery & Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Central Mansion, Cixi, Ningbo, Zhe-
jiang
•Tel: +86-574-63227016 •Fax: +86-574-
63227015
•Web: www.vetoro.com
              
Cixi Zhengtong Electronics Co., Ltd.
•Add: Kandun Industrial Zone, Cixi, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-96410-583666647 •Fax: +86-
01872-66606627
•Web: www.cnzhengtong.com •E-mail: c7nl_
cezoter@abc.com.cn

CHAINS
Hangzhou Donghua Chain Group Co., Ltd.
•Add: 218 Jichang Road, Hangzhou, Zhe-
jiang
•Tel: +86-571-85144947 •Fax: +86-571-
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•Web: www.dhchain.com •E-mail: export@
dhchain.com
              
Hangzhou Qianjiang Chain Industry Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.1 Dam Xiaoshan District, Hangzhou, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-82875104 •Fax: +86-571-
82875105
•Web: www.zjhql.com •E-mail: info@zjhql.com
              
Hangzhou Sunfun Chain Co., Ltd.
•Add: Cangqian Town, Yuhang District, Hang-
zhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-88613333 88620000 •Fax: +86-
571-88611218
•Web: www.3chain.com •E-mail: sunfun@
china.com
              
Hangzhou UniBear Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yiqiao Industrial Zone, Xiaoshan Dis-
trict, Hangzhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-82419238 82419778 •Fax: +86-
571-82406508
•Web: www.hzyl.com.cn •E-mail: sales@hzyl.
com.cn
              
Huzhou Shuangshi Chain Transmission Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Industrial Area, Yangdao Bridge, Shuan-
glin Town, Huzhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-572-3489228 •Fax: +86-572-
3489059
•Web: www.shuangshi-chain.com •E-mail: 
export@shuangshi-chain.com
              
Huzhou Xiandeng Chain Transmission Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Xiangyang Industrial Zone, Shuanglin, 
Huzhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-572-3485121 •Fax: +86-572-3485303
•Web: www.xdzh.com •E-mail: hzxdzh@126.
com

Kalibo Holding Group
•Add: #70 Zhancheng Ave., Chengxi Develop-
ment Zone, Zhuji, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-575-87102587 87102867 •Fax: +86-
575-80708689
•Web: www.hua-gang.cn •E-mail: export@
kalibo.cn
              
Renqiu City Xingyuan Motorcycle Accessories 
Co.,Ltd
•Add:Shimenqiao Industrial Zone Renqiu 
Hebei China
•Tel:0086-317-2801653 •Fax:0086-317-
2803125
              
Cixi Meiya Automobile Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: kuangyan Industrial Zone, Kuangyan 
Town, Cixi , Ningbo, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-63530879 •Fax: +86-574-
63536109
•Web: www.nbmeiya.com •E-mail: meiya@
nbmeiya.com

Cixi Wang' s Automobile Parts Factory
•Add: Kuang Yan Industrial Zone, Cixi, Zhe-
jiang
•Tel: +86-574-63861339/63863396 •Fax: +86-
574-63863201
•Web: www.cxwsqp.com •E-mail: sales@
cxwsqp.com
              
Jiangmen Liben Auto Parts Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Jiangcheng Industrial Estate, Lile, 
Jiangmen, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-750-2031388 •Fax: +86-750-2038833
•Web: www.liben-parts.com •E-mail: sales04@
liben-parts.com

BRAKE, CLUTCH 
PADS

Lin'an Hualong Fribition Materials Co., Ltd.
•Add: Longgang Town, Lin'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-63631188 63631277 •Fax: +86-
571-61103562
•Web: www.china-frictionmaterial.com 
•E-mail: info@hzhualong.com

              
MOMT Friction Material Co., Ltd.
•Add: Sancun Viiiage Four Area No.97.Jiubao 
Town, Hangzhou City, China
•Tel: +86-571-86902221 86902220 •Fax: +86-
571-86902222
•Web: www.chinamomt.com •E-mail: momt@
chinamomt.com
              
Pujiang Wansai Friction Material Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.3, Hengsheng Road, No.2 Area, 
Zhongshan Special Industrial Zone, Pujiang, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-84236292 84236291 •Fax: +86-
579-84236282/84236487
•Web: www.winsafe.com.cn •E-mail: zlq@
winsafe.com.cn
              
Quanzhou Qixing Braking Equipment Co., Ltd.
•Add: Bangde Industrial Area, Yongchun 
County, Fujian
•Tel: +86-595-23861456 •Fax: +86-595-
23862456
•Web: www.qzqx.cn
              
Ruian OuXing Brake Pad Manufacturing Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No.25, Building 1, Motor, Tangxia Town, 
Ruian, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-66002522 •Fax: +86-577-
66002511
•Web: www.zjouxing.moto188.com •E-mail: 
ouxingbp@126.com
              
Zhejiang Rong'an Machinery Co. Ltd.
•Add: Taoyuan Road 88, Jiashan County, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-573-84775307 •Fax: +86-573-
84775309
•Web: www.rongan-brakes.com •E-mail: 
sales@rongan-brakes.com

Tianjin Datong Cycle Industry Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yaoliuqiao Town, Dongli District, Tianjin
•Tel: +86-22-84891315 •Fax: +86-22- 
84891315

PAINT
              
Chongqing Huahui Paint Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.20,Yuma Road, Chayuan Industrial 
Zone, Nan'an District, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-68839888 68836888 •Fax: +86-
23-68605888
•Web: www.huahuip.com

SPROCKETS
              
Chongqing Wanlijiangfa Sprocket Co., Ltd.
•Add: Jinzhu Industry Zone,Banan District, 
Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-86991331 •Fax: +86-23-86991326
•E-mail: wljf.tony@gmail.com •Web: www.
wanlijiangfa.com
              
Zhejiang Kejie Electrical Co., Ltd.
•Add: Panzai Industrial Area, Hongqiao, Yue-
qing, Zhejinag
•Tel: +86-577-61310885 62321698 •Fax: +86-
577-62321887
•E-mail: zjysy998@126.com •Web: http://www.
zjysy.com
              
Wenzhou Shengshi Turn Trade Parts Made 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Shenao Industrial Park, Xianyan Town, 
Ouhai, Wenzhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-23-577-85308800 •Fax: +86-23-577-
85316444
•E-mail: zl@cnzhili.com •Web: http://www.
cnzhili.com

RUBBER PROD-
UCTS

Tianjin Annaichi Rubber Products Co., Ltd.

•Addr: Zhangjiawo Industry Park, Xiqing Dis-
trict, Tianjin
•Tel: 13370319973 •Fax: +86-022-27971683
•Email: ninokay@163.com
              
Tianjin Luming Rubber Co., Ltd.
•Addr: Laojuntang, Zhangjiawo Town, Xiqing 
Distict, Tianjin
•Tel: +86-022-27356600 •Fax: +86-022-
27259900
•Email: fyd_factory@vip.163.com •Web: www.
Lmrubber.com
              
Tianjin Zhenghao Rubber Co., Ltd.
•Addr: Zhangjiawo Town, Xiqing District, Tian-
Jin
•Tel: +86-022-87999939 •Fax: +86-022-
87999939
•Web: www.zhenghaoxiangjiao.cn •Email: 
yuleihappy1974@126.com

Wantong Dragline Rubber Industry Co., Ltd.
•Add: First Western Street, Wangguanzhuang 
Industrial Area, Qinghe County, Hebei
•Tel: +86-319-8136787 •Fax: +86-319-8136186
•Web: www.hb-wantong.com.cn •E-mail: wt@
hb-wantong.com
              
Tianjin Huayuan Zhengxing Rubber Products 
Co., Ltd.
•Addr: South Zhangjiawo Town, Xiqing District, 
Tianjin
•Tel: +86-022-87981067 •Fax: +86-022-
87986767
•Web: www.zhengyuantyre.com •Email: 
zhengyuanluntai@aliyun.com
              
Tianjin Fastron Technology Co., Ltd.
•Addr: Economic Development Zone, Jurong, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-0511-87186889 •Fax: +86-0511-
87186869
•Web: www.jiatai-metal.com •Email: 
tert2456@163.com
              
Jurong Jiatai Cycle Product Co., Ltd.
•Addr: Economic Development Zone, Jurong, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-0511-87186889 •Fax: +86-0511-
87186869
Beijing Fenghuolun Motorcycle Co., Ltd.
•Add: No. 1 Yard, Dongfeng South Road, 
Chaoyang District, Beijing
•Tel: +86-10-62223456 •Fax: +86-10-64339240
•E-mail: zdy@fhlmotor.com •Web: www.fhlmo-
tor.com

FIBREGLASS 
PRODUCTS
              
Beijing Rodia Fiberglass Products Co., Ltd.
•Add: Liuminying Ecological Farm, Zhangzi-
ying Town, Daxing District, Beijing
•Tel: +86-10-67661431 •Fax: +86-10-
67661431-608
•Web: www.chinahelmet.com.cn •E-mail: 
rodia@chinahelmet.com.cn
              
Boda Motorsport Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.2002 Shangde International, No.8 
Kangle Street, Xinhua District, Shijiazhuang, 
Hebei
•Tel: +86-311-87879508 •Fax: +86-311-
87875568
•E-mail:info@bodamoto.com •Web: www.
bodamoto.com
              
Chongqing Xin'ou Motorcycle Fittings Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: A Zone Qijiang Industrial, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-48697777 •Fax: +86-23-
48696555
•E-mail: xo@xohelmet.com •Web: www.xohel-
met.com
              
Cixi Vetor Machinery Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Central Mansion, Cixi, Ningbo, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-63227016 •Fax: +86-574-
63227015
•Web: www.vetoro.com www.cxjiali.cn •E-mail: 
vetor@vetor.com
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